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Technoplating Nijkerk and Technoplating Lelystad are specialists in hard

chrome plating and nickel plating of metal parts.

Hardchrome plating 

Nickel plating 

Nickel-(hard) chrome plating

Internal and external honing 

Grinding and Polishing  

Mission:
Making metal products sustainable in an

environmentally responsible and safe way for

Western European clients. Who appreciate us for

our good quality and delivery reliability.

Vision:
We deliver high quality based on our professional

knowledge, craftsmanship and safe way of

working. We want to be and remain the authority

in the nickel and chrome industry!

Quality is our policy!  

Other services 
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What is hardchrome plating?

 Like nickel, chromium plating applies a corrosion-resistant

and wear-resistant layer. By providing a metal part with a

hardchrome coating, the strong properties of both metals

are combined. For example, the base metal can absorb

the mechanical stresses of the part, while the coating

protects it against corrosion, wear or aggressive

substances. In hardchrome plating, the coating is very

hard and provided with the correct surface structure.

Among other things, this provides higher wear resistance.

External chrome plating 

Internal chrome plating 

Repairing existing chrome layer

Electrolytic de-chrome

Technical specifications

Technoplating is the only company in the Netherlands

that uses HEEF 25. This guarantees exceptionally high

hardness, corrosion and wear resistance by applying our

techniques. The layer thicknesses for chrome plating can

vary from 10 microns to 1000 microns and more. Thicker

layers (from 400 microns) are applied in several

operations. Products can also be partially treated on

request. Hardchrome can be execute in combination with

other treatments.

Our services 

Hardchrome plating
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Nickel plating 

Nickel forms an excellent protective layer that protects

metal against rust and other corrosion.  Nickel plating

offers very good corrosion resistance at a minimum layer

thickness of  60 micron, but is much softer than a chrome

layer. Nickel plating is often used as a substrate for

chrome plating. The reinforcing combination of nickel and

chrome gives your product excellent corrosion resistance

and perfect sliding characteristics.

External nickel plating  

Internal nickel plating 

Nickel-(hard) chrome plating 

Technical specifications

There are different types of nickel layers depending on the

destination of your product. The layer is determined by the

mechanical pre-treatment in combination with the type of

nickel bath. Nickel plating is an electrolytic process. And in

this proces a piece of metal will be dipped in a nickel liquid

bath. In the next step, we supply the piece of metal with

electricity (with a higher voltage and a relatively low

amperage), which creates a process. In this proces nickel

particles attach themselves on the metal. 

Our services 

Nickel plating 



Nickel-(hard) chrome plating

Looking for a surface treatment with an extremely high

resistance to corrosion? Technoplating applies this high-

quality treatment to new products and repair work. By

providing a metal part for a machine or other type of tool

with a nickel-(hard) chrome coating, the material

properties of all metals are combined. For example, the

base metal can absorb the mechanical loads of the part,

while the nickel and chrome coatings protect it against

corrosion, wear or aggressive substances.
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Nickel-(hard) chrome plating 

Repairing existing nickel-(hard) chrome layer 

Technical specifications

With nickel-(hard) chrome plating, a nickel coating is

applied before hardchrome plating. This completely

closes off the base material from external influences.

Hardchrome has a open structure to ensure proper

lubrication. Nickel-(hard) chrome plating has a correct

surface structure. This layer provides a very high wear

resistance.

Our services 

Nickel-(hard) chrome   



Grinding and polishing

Technoplating is a specialist in manual, traditional

grinding and polishing of the most diverse products. You

can count on our expert advice for the best result. Do you

want a nickel and chrome layer on your product? And do

you have very precise tolerances? Then it is certainly

advisable to have your base material polished first. Your

product becomes straight and round, which is necessary

for certain applications. At "normal" tolerances, polishing

is often the best option. The product is polished to the

required specifications. When you have precise

tolerances, Grinding is the best solution.
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Internal grinding 

External grinding 

Polishing 

Technical specifications

 If products need to be grinded or polished, it is important

to report this in advance. All parts that's need to be

ginded and / or polished must be easily accessible for the

machines. It is often necessary to grind individual parts

first and then assemble or weld the product. This results in

a better product and lower grinding costs. You can find

our dimensions in the list of capacities.

Our services  

Grinding & Polishing   



Internal honing 

External honing 

correct shaft roundness

De-chrome with external honing machine 

External honing

 From now on, we have an external honing machine. This

machine can process products up to 12,000 mm in length

with a maximum diameter of 450 mm. This unique

machine was built especially for us by Sunnen in

Switzerland. With this machine we can deliver even better

quality. Rods out-of-roundness is corrected with this

machine during the process. This is faster and the desired

final dimension can be realized immediately with an Ra up

to 0.05! In fact, turning and grinding are combined in 1

operation. Feel free to ask for the possibilities.

Our services

Internal honing

Internal honing is also an operation that we can perform.

The product that must be internally provided with a (nickel)

chrome layer needs also to be pre-processed. For this we

have 2 honing machines where we can process

workpieces with a length up to 7,000 mm with a maximum

diameter of 550 mm.
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Honing  



Blasting 

Tamponneren

Superfinishing

Transport 

Onsite repairs

Collaborations with leading specialists

Onsite repairs

Sometimes it is better for some reason that minor repairs

are done on site. We can also advise you and hire the right

specialists for you. You can always ask us for

the possibilities.

Our services 

Our other services

By setting the right surface requirements, you determine

the appropriate treatment solution for your products. We

can also help you with operations such as blasting,

superfinishing, internal grinding and honing. If we can not

do it by ourselve, we will work with leading specialists.
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Other services   



Galvanic treatments external

Max. sizes in mm Max. weight in kg

Polishing

Grinding

Max. sizes in mm Max. weight in kg

(Hard) chromeplating 6500

Max. sizes in mm Max. weight in kg

Honing internal Ø550 x 7000

Max. sizes in mm

Capacities-list    

Max. sizes in mm Max. weight in kg

(Hard) chromeplating Ø900 x 11.000

Ø600 x 14.500

12.500

6500

Nickelplating (watts, galvanic) Ø800 x 11.000

Ø1200 x 4000

12.500

6500

Mechanical treatments external

12.500

12.000

Ø700 x 5000 5000

Machining Ø600 x 5000

Ø1200 x 10.000

Ø700 x 14.500

Galvanic treatments internal

Ø550 x 7000

Nickelplating (watts, galvanic) Ø1000 x 4000 6500

Mechanical treatments internal

6500

Honing external Ø450 x 12.000 12.500

Other information Max. weight in kg

Shotblasting on almost every

requested roughness

Ø2500 x 4500 10.000

Grinding possibilities till 

< 0,01 mm

Ø450 x 12.000 12.500

10.000
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